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ABSTRACT
Compressors noise reduction and noise sources understanding is a permanent challenge for design engineers. The
growing focus on noise level as a key buying factor requires a finest analysis capability at early design stages.
This article will introduce a breakthrough finite-element method to simulate the compressor noise starting from its
internal sources. The developed tool would be useful for selecting compressors design options and architecture from
scratch.
We will describe the methodology, the software choice, the construction of a complete model including the
implementation of the main sources.
We will discuss the results deviation to standardized measurement, the identification of main noise sources in a
scroll compressor, and the experimental validation of design optimizations suggested by this work.

1. INTRODUCTION
Noise is not a physical fundamental value that can easily be deducted or calculated from the design parameters of a
compressor. It is the result of a complex mechanism, from a source generation to human perception, through solid
propagation and air radiation. Furthermore, in case of multiples noise generations, their addition and their coupling
could be determinant.
Noise evaluation at a project birth is thus commonly based on benchmarking and best practices. It is often sufficient
when the product is rather similar to what have been done before. Long after, when first prototyping is done, the
noise can be measured and the product optimized if needed. But at this time, all the parts are already well designed,
and noise troubleshooting will become the lead time.
This article will introduce a finite-element method to simulate the compressor noise before prototyping. It will first
help to identify the internal noise sources of an hermetic refrigerant scroll moto-compressor, and second to evaluate
the noise behavior from the beginning of a project.
We will describe the methodology and the tools implemented in the method, and we will compare the results to
standardized measurements made on a scroll compressor in an acoustic room.

2. METHODOLOGY
Major difficulties of noise identification come from three different aspects. One is the multiplicity of possible noise
generations: it can be pressure, contacts, flows, failures, shocks… The second is that their propagation in a compact
product becomes highly complex, because the different sources are combining in the propagative medium. The third
one, very difficult to appreciate, comes from that the noise pressure level range is much higher that other values
ranges. Instead of usual 10 range factor, the noise pressure range factor is 10^10. The decibel scale helps us to
manipulate it, but the identification of multiple different noise sources within a global noise is difficult because of
their high masking effects. Depending on compressor design, the major noises decomposition will not be the same.
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The methodology exposed here will resolve the two last issues, source noise propagations and their combinations,
by taking into account the overall components of the compressor. The first issue, noise source evaluation, will be
studied in the case of a scroll compressor.

2.1 Methodology overview
The general idea of the method developed here is to refine the medium characteristics (geometry, components
links,..) rather than identify each noise generation into the compressor and resolve their propagation with specific
dedicated tools. Unlike acoustical simplifications used into simplified noise calculation tools, the finite element
method allows to take into account all vibration phenomena responsible for noise propagation in the medium, by
resolving the structural and the Helmholtz equations at the same time. The methodology is thus to build a full finiteelement model of the compressor, then to identify the noise sources to be put into it, and at the end to calculates the
resulting propagation and radiation into the surrounding air (figure 1a and 1b). These resolutions will be made in a
spectral range, which is natural for resolving acoustical equations, but complicated with regard to the physical
inputs.

Figure 1a : overview of a compressor, inputs and outputs

Figure 1b : surrounding air

2.2 Compressor model
As the noise sources of the compressor are not well identified, we have built a full finite-element model of a scroll
compressor, with all its non-rotative parts, including refrigerant and oil charges. The acoustical range of interest,
combined to the sound speed in steel, make impossible to have a fully detailed model. Fortunately, many details are
irrelevant to acoustical consideration. Every bolts, rounds, corners, can be removed from the model. It is a difficult
phase, but necessary for allowing a feasible resolution of the problem. (figure 2).
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Figure 2 : compressor finite-element model, exterior shell and internal parts
The model size is 26841 nodes and 101123 elements. All its internal parts are coupled. Welding and screwing
between steel plates are simulated. The oil charge and the refrigerant low side and high side zone are modelized,
with the exception of scroll set zone. Solid, gaseous and liquid zones are fully coupled with homogenous or nonhomogenous special interface elements. Outside the compressor, the surrounding radiation air is modelized within a
semi-ellipsoidal volume, with a fully coupled interface to the shell, and an infinitely radiating external surface. The
rubber mounts are also modelized to position the compressor on a rigid ground. Solid parts of the compressor
represent 50 % of the model.

2.3 Source inputs
We assume that compressor main noise sources are only two, as for a combustion engine. First are the pressure loads
that happen during the compression process. Second are the force loads on the main bearings of the rotative shaft.
The force loads are quite well assumed by classical bearing loads calculations. But we must transform their classical
representation in rotating coordinate and time-range to and fixed spatial model coordinate and a spectral range. After
doing a spatial elements meshing of the bearing, the bearing load is revaluated for each element, according to the
designed time-step. A Fast-Fourier Transformation put loads in a spectral form, with the phase representing the time
shift between elements.
The pressure loads inside the scroll parts are calculated the same. We have measured the pressure inside the scroll
pockets (figure 3), transformed into spectral lines (figure 4) and then dispatch each pressure zones in a scroll
element mesh (figure 5). The phases must be correlated to the bearing loads through a reference shaft angle.
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Figure 3 : Scroll pocket pressure
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Figure 4 : Scroll pocket spectra lines

Figure 5 : Scroll pocket pressure dispatch

2.4 Calculation
The Actran [2] software calculates from loads all vibrations and pressures in any part of the model, whenever solid
or liquid, with a strong coupling capability. In addition, it will calculate the radiated power outside the compressor
shell and make the summation of the global acoustical power. It is a harmonic calculation made at each frequency
step of the spectral range, and is quite time-consuming. Fortunately, as explained elsewhere [1], the acoustical
spectral lines are very well separated (figure 4), especially in low frequency. Thus we could only calculate the
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frequency peaks multiple of fundamental frequency. The time calculation was very long (14 days for a whole range
calculation), but recently updates divided this time by 8 on some cases.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Spectral acoustical power, spectral lines
The results of the compressor modelization are only exposed through the global acoustical power. We want first to
compare its frequency behavior, to the pressure measured from a microphone. We convert the pressure measured to
a power, with a volumetric ratio and the assumption of a spherical radiation. The figure 6 shows the spectral global
acoustical power compared to the measured spectral microphone level. We can notice first that the spectral lines
distribution is very well estimated by the simulation. The overall values are roughly similar, between 50 and 80 dB
(70 dB for the measure). In addition, some peak levels are well correlated to measured level. We can see that the
frequency peaks identification are not possible, thus we will discuss further on 1/3rd bandwidth scale.

Figure 6 : Acoustical spectral lines, simulated power (plain) and measured level (dash)

3.2 1/3rd octave band acoustical power
After calculation of the spectral lines, we can sum them in each 1/3rd octave bands to obtain the acoustical power in
that scale. The figure 7 compares it to the measured one of the same compressor in a semi-anechoic chamber. We
can notice first that the global power level is 5 dB more than the measured. It is too much for a good validation, but
it indicates that the method is relevant. Then we can see that in low and middle frequencies, up to 1 kHz, the
simulated level is overestimated (from 0 to 12 dB). At higher frequencies, the power level is under-estimated.

Figure 7 : 1/3rd octave-band acoustical power level
Noise source discussing is impossible in the 1/3rd octave-scale, we will take a look at the spectrum of the compressor
noise.
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3.3 Noise source evaluation
The full identification of main sources is not validated, with regard to previous results. From the results exposed
figure 8, we can deduce that the global noise is made by the harmonics of at fundamental frequency rotation no
sources. In this scroll compressor case, one can notice two different ranges: under and over 1.8 kHz.

Figure 8 : Acoustical power spectral density, decomposed in peaks and other.
Under 1.8 kHz, the compressor noise is mainly composed by the main speed frequency harmonics, and we saw t
the simulated power over-estimates it. The two loads input are responsible for it, the pressure pulsation in
pockets and the bearing loads. Other sources are negligible. As we have done a simulation without bearing loads t
reveals no major changes, we assume that the scroll pressure pulsation is the major source for noise. The deviat
between simulation and measurement indicates first that the pressure inputs are too high, because of the rou
spatial dispatching (see paragraph 2.3).
Over 1.8 kHz, the non-peaks noise becomes preponderant. It is true in particular between 1.8 and 2.5 kHz, where
power spectral density (PSD) is no more leaded by harmonic rays. The simulated noise exposed (see figure 7)
then 4 to 6 dB less than measured one. This is because the other noise sources, such as flow noise, shocks,.., are
longer negligible while not implemented in the simulation
The figure 9 resumes the estimated scroll noise sources participation. While primary source (pressure in scroll s
should be better described, other sources (shocks, flow noise..) should be implemented, or transmitting paths to
optimized.

Figure 9 : Acoustical main sources for a scroll compressor.
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4. OPTIMIZATION STEP
4.1 Noise transfert and noise participation zones evaluation
An important step to validate the simulation tool develop here is to test its ability to lead an optimization. The scroll
compressor used in that study is a rather quiet one, because it has already been subject to many noise improvements,
so further improvements is now challenging.
Most of the sound level is created below 1.2 kHz (Figures 7, 8). Our optimization has taken place in that frequency
range. We have first tried to evaluate the noise transfer path in the simulation model. By creating various zones on
the compressor shell, the tool can estimate their participation factor in the global noise. The main result is that the
compressor base-plate is the main contributor in the low frequency range (figure 10). One of the main reasons is the
oil charge that considerably amplifies its radiation capability, called the acoustical impedance.

Figure 10 : Scroll zones participation factors.
The shape of operational deflection of the compressor confirms it. The transfer path between the main source, the
scroll set, and the lower end of the compressor, must be carefully studied. We found out that the major deflection
comes from the link between the stator housing, the lower bearing, the low brackets, and the bottom shell. A modal
study, within the same simulation tool, but with refined finite–element model, allowed us to determine which parts
need to be reinforced in order to sweep their modal behaviour and lower their transfer path. In addition we have
increased the base-plate from 4 to 6 mm, and reduced its surface to lower its radiation.

4.1 Prototype testing and results
A prototype was built with reinforced parts in the critical area and reduced surface base-plate.
The results are exposed figure 11. The modal frequencies of inner bottom mechanism previously calculated around
800 Hz (without oil) are rejected above 1 kHz and so vibration inside the 630 Hz 1/3rd octave are decreased. The
sound power reduction of that band is impressive: 10 dB. But lower 1/3rd octave bands power levels are a little
raised. Globally the compressor is 2 dBA quieter than the standard one (-2 dBA @ 50 Hz and -1,8 dBA @ 60 Hz).
dB
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Figure 11: 1/3 octave-band acoustical power level, prototype result
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5. CONCLUSION
We have exposed here a brand new simulation method for noise simulation and optimization of an hermetic
refrigerant scroll compressor. This method is based on a compressor finite-element model calculated by a powerful
vibro-acoustical software, Actran, from internal noise sources of the compressor.
The finite-element model is composed with all its compressor parts, with oil, refrigerant and surrounding air, and
with the main internal sources available: pressure pulsation in scroll sets and bearing loads.
The global simulated noise is 5 dB higher than the measured one. This result showed that this noise simulation
method cannot be an accurate one. Although two main results were obtained from this study.
The first result is that the compressor main noise source is the pressure pulsation in the scroll set, even the single one
at low and middle frequencies. These scroll pressure dispatch should be more carefully described for a more
accurate simulation. Bearing loads are negligible. At higher frequencies, one should research other neglected sources
(shocks, flows,...).
Second, the simulation participation factors reveal that the most radiative part of the compressor is the base-plate,
mainly in low frequency. The study of the operational deflection of the transfer path to it has determined the parts to
be optimized. Within the same tool we have done multiple modal optimizations on these parts to decrease their noise
propagation. The best solution was made with a reinforced based-plate cumulated with more rigid links between
stator bottom reduction, lower bearing, brackets, and lower shell. The built prototype measured noise shows an
impressive 10 dB decrease at 630 Hz @ 50 Hz, with a global 2 dBA sound reduction (1.8 dBA @ 60 Hz).
These results validate the global methodology of this new simulation method as a powerful optimization tool, than
can be applied to other compressor technology, as piston-type compressor.
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